Areas of Interest
ANTITRUST

DATA PRIVACY &
SECURITY

MLex™ delivers breaking news and analysis covering cartels, restrictive practices, abuse of dominance behavior, class action
litigation, criminal investigations, and global legislative developments. We cover broader impact analyses of international and
national policymaking and proposals to change the underlying antitrust law or other relevant laws.
MLex provides coverage of data privacy regulation, enforcement and compliance facing companies across industries. From
the germ of a new rule or law, through to adoption, implementation, and enforcement, including civil litigation. Topics include
privacy and security breaches, GDPR, e-Privacy rules, CCPA, U.S. Federal and State-level legislation developments, plus similar
legislation, and enforcement globally.
MLex coverage reports on legislation and law enforcement tackling fraud, bribery, and corruption cases around the world. We
report on evolving policymaking and the associated risks for organizations. Within the banking industry, MLex also covers antimoney laundering, insider trading, fraud and market manipulation probes and litigation.

FINANCIAL CRIME

MERGERS &
ACQUISITIONS

STATE AID

We report on high value acquisitions and mergers between companies which require regulatory merger clearance from
notifications through to review, approval, and post-transaction compliance. We cover the regulatory-review process, breaking
news about the procedural steps, and the evolving thinking of regulators. Coverage focuses on regulatory hurdles, the
likelihood of and conditions for a deal’s approval, as well as notification of merger developments.
We follow EU investigations into the legality of government-backed support for companies. Our reporting covers probes from
the start (in the form of a complaint to the European Commission), key developments in significant investigations and court
challenges that ensue. When there are proposals to change the underlying state aid law or other relevant laws, we cover the
legislative institutions involved in amending and approving the new laws. This content only covers the EU.
MLex provides insight into the risk arising from EU and US trade defense developments. Coverage includes detailed analysis of
the dynamics around trade negotiations globally, anti-dumping investigations, insights on agreements and investment treaties,
the WTO, disputes and restrictive measures, and post-Brexit trade deals.

TRADE

We report on EU and U.S. regulatory developments, particularly in the financial services, telecommunications/IT, and European
energy sectors. Readers who choose the AOI Sector Regulation will also likely have to filter for a relevant industry.
SECTOR
REGULATION

Financial Services: International standards for banks, oversight of derivatives, trading and securities, investment and retail
banking, asset management, payment services, and credit-rating agencies, fintech, LEI, Green Finance, review of Solvency II,
Mifid II review, online security payments, Dodd-Frank Act, Basel III, Brexit.
Tech & Telco: National market definitions, pricing regulation plans, net neutrality, internet content regulation, media rights
regulation, digital advertising, Internet of Things, connected vehicles/devices, Artificial Intelligence, biometric screening.
EU Energy & Climate: EU green deal, circular economy policy, EU energy efficiency targets, renewables policy, carbon pricing.

MLex Content Types
INSIGHTS: Breaking news and exclusive insight into key developments relating to enforcement actions, legislation, court hearings and marketplace
evolutions that MLex is tracking.
COMMENTARY & ANALYSIS: MLex proprietary content written in more granular, detailed style, analyzing the wider factors at play and possible
implications of a key issue, often predicting future changes and outcomes in the regulatory environment.
OFFICIAL STATEMENTS: Access to external documents relevant to cases and legislation followed by MLex. These include court documents, press
releases, official reports, legal authority decisions and legislative process documents, such as white papers and draft bills.
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